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Call for Nominations
For the Position of

Director Region IX
(Information below reproduced from:
http://www.nsh.org/membership/nominations1.html)
Nomination Forms:
http://www.nsh.org/whoweare/nomform.pdf
The success of NSH is due in large part to the passion,
energy and expertise of our volunteers. We are currently
looking for those NSH members who have extensive
scientific and volunteer experience as well as outstanding
leadership skills.
Serving on the NSH Board is both challenging and
rewarding. Yes, it does require a significant commitment,
but it is also one of the most exceptional learning
experiences a person can have. With the NSH strategic plan
as the roadmap, the Board will work diligently to continue
to serve the NSH membership and keep our organization
moving forward. As such, the NSH Board of Directors
requires candidates who are recognized as excellent
leaders with significant knowledge and an ability to think
strategically.
NSH Board of Directors are expected:
• To work closely with fellow Board members and staff to
set NSH broad strategic initiatives
• To ensure that NSH policies serve as the profession's
models of best practices
• To work with other leaders in a collaborative manner
advancing the NSH mission
• To commit your time and effort towards furthering the
goals of the profession of histotechnology.
Please take the time to carefully consider your peers and
colleagues who are members of NSH. Think about their
leadership contributions and their participation in NSH both
at the national and state level. Through your nominations,
we can continue the tradition of leadership that has helped
position NSH as the top organization for the profession of
histotechnology. You may also nominate yourself!
Thank you for your time and commitment to NSH.
Please submit Nominations for Director, Region IX
no later than February 28, 2006 to:
Wanda Grace-Jones, Nominations Chair
4201 Northview Drive, Suite 502
Bowie, MD 20716

Greetings from the Region IX director
Happy New Year!!

Let’s welcome 2006 with a big bang!! Take the time out to
celebrate all our successes…in our personal and professional
life, and the team spirit we have as a Region! We would like
to acknowledge and give thanks to all our Past Region IX
Directors (complete list of names on page 4). Thank you for
all your hard work and dedication!
“You must be the change you want to see in the
world”
Mahatma Gandhi
YES! You and I... can contribute to bring in more success in
our Lab working environment for 2006! The author of the
article on page 12 “Contributing to our Lab’s Success”, Karen
Appold, stresses the importance of building on our successes
and not on what we do not have.
In this issue, we are also tracing back the history of how
Histology started. John Bancroft, one of the pioneers in
Histology, delivered the Culling Memorial lecture at the 1985
NSH meeting in Washington DC on the "Development of
Histopathology from an Art to a Science". We thought it is
apropos to reflect on the history and the development of
Histology (on page 5) - it is always good to look back and see
how we have moved forward as a profession!
On this note, as 2006 begins, we need to keep ourselves
current with our continuing education so we do not get left
behind in the fast pace of new developments.
Mark Elliott, our Education Chair has loads of information
about our
Region IX Education Day
May 6, 2006
Centre Mont Royal
Montreal, Quebec
Pre-registration is required!
We are also hoping to spend time with you at the next
NSH Symposium/Convention
September 8 – 13, 2006
Phoenix Arizona
Have a great year!!!

Rose Clarke

rose@nshregionix.org
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Education Update

Well, it is finally confirmed-NSH Education Day will be held in
Montréal, Québec on May 6, 2006! The meeting is being held at
the Mont Royal Centre/Centre Mont-Royal at the corner of
Mansfield and Sherbrooke, close to McGill University. The Peel
metro station has a direct link to the Centre for those not wanting
to drive downtown Montréal.
We have an exciting day planned, with talks on Fixation, IHC,
CISH/FISH and Quality Management. We will also have a
pathologist speaking who will tie everything together showing
how they use each of the various techniques discussed to arrive
at a diagnosis, and how this helps in determining
treatment/prognosis. Bryan Hewlett and Danielle Harnois will be
discussing fixation, while Dr Pierre-Paul Turgeon will be
discussing IHC. Dr Michael Noble, co-author of ISO 15189 will be
discussing Quality Management. It is hoped that there will be
time after Dr Noble’s presentation for a discussion on Quality
Management issues pertaining to Québec and Ontario. We are in
the final stages of confirming the pathologist doing the wrap-up.
In trying to be fair to all histotechs in the audience the talks will
be in English or French, or a mix. We are planning on having
dual projection with presentation slides projected in both
languages and all handouts will be in English and French allowing
everyone to benefit from the presentations. Questions will be
bilingual.

Current List of Exhibitors

Montreal Education Day
May 6, 2006 (Saturday)
Place: Centre Mont-Royal/Mount Royal Centre

Space Location Courtesy of

Other Exhibitors

Davis Diagnostics Limited

We have 13 vendors who have confirmed that they will be in
attendance with lots of products for us to view, including
equipment. There will be time during the breaks, lunch and
hopefully a wine and cheese reception at the end of the day in
which participants will be able to view the vendor products. Door
prizes will be given away throughout the day as well, all thanks to
our wonderful Vendors who are helping in many ways to make
this day a great success. It is shaping up to be a great day.
Registration is very inexpensive, but we do need people to preregister as we need to have firm numbers of attendees in order
to ensure that we have enough food to feed everyone, as well as
handouts, etc. Please see the flyers for more information and
keep checking the website as we will be continuously updating it
as things become finalized.
http://www.nshregionix.org/education.html
So be sure to grab your pathologists and bring them along so
they can see all the latest equipment and toys. Maybe they will
buy you some of them.
I and Rose are looking forward to meeting you all in Montréal in
May. Be sure and spread the word as this event is being
organized for Histotechs, by Histotechs as a chance for you to
keep up with the latest and greatest advancements in the field.
Also, just so us Westerners don’t feel left out, we are in the early
stages of organizing an Education Day in Calgary, sometime
within the year. Dates still to be confirmed. Again, keep
watching the website for updates.

Mark Elliott-Education Chair

Creative Waste Solutions, Inc.

National Society for Histotechnology
Region IX Education Day
Montreal, Quebec
May 6, 2006/Le 6 Mai 2006

Centre Mont-Royal/ Mount Royal Centre
Time: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Place: Centre Mont- Royal
International Room I & II
2200 Mansfield St. Montreal, Quebec
℡ 514.844.2000 or 1.866.844.2200
www.centremontroyal.com
Parking: Entrance at 2055 Metcalfe (Take 1000 Sherbrooke/Mount
Royal Centre elevators to Level M)
General Information:
Registration: Pre-registration
required!
Pre registration Deadline:
April 14, 2005
Region IX members: $5.00
Non – members: $40.00
($30.00 registration fee reimbursed if
you sign up for membership
USD$60.00)
Med Lab Students - $5.00
NSH Member (Non Region IX) –
USD$30.00 or CDN $40.00
Registration awaiting fund approval
will be accepted and held until May 6,
2006.
Cancellation Policy: Reimbursement
of registration fees will be made only if
cancellation notice is received by April
21, 2006.
Mail registration form and cheque
payable to: NSH Region IX
to:
Attn: Rose Clarke

rose@nshregionix.org
Laboratory
Burnaby Hospital
3935 Kincaid St.
Burnaby, B.C. V5G 2X6
Or

Exhibitors:
Welcome to all our generous
sponsors for this day’s event! We
encourage all attendees to view the
latest Histology Laboratory equipment
& supplies. Network with exhibitors
and your colleagues!

Attn: Mark Elliott
mark@nshregionix.org
iCAPTURE Centre
Room 166, St. Paul’s Hospital
1081 Burrard St.
Vancouver, BC. V6Z 1Y6

Exhibit Times at the Foyer (close
proximity to International Rooms I
& II):
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

NSH Continuing Education credits
& CSMLS PEP (Professional
Enhancement Program): available to
NSH members

Hotel Room Reservations:
Suggested hotel rooms located close
to Centre Mont-Royal will be provided
soon!

Breakfast, Coffee Breaks and
Lunch compliments of Exhibitors
Breakfast: 7:30 a.m. – 8:00 a.m.
Coffee/tea/juice breaks:
9:45-10:15 a.m.
Lunch: 11:30 – 12:30
Coffee/tea/juice breaks
1:30 – 2:00 p.m.

Abstract & Program of the day – to
be provided soon!!
~ Thank you ~
Ventana Medical Systems…
For sponsoring the space location
~Centre Mont-Royal~
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Leadership Corner …

Region IX Executive Committee

Message from the Nominations & Elections Chair…
Please help the Nominations and Elections Committee this year by
contacting members whom you think has extensive scientific and
volunteer experience, as well as outstanding leadership skills, to serve
on the 2006-2008 Board of Directors. We need your help in submitting
candidates for offices. Through your nominations, we can continue to
pass on the leadership skills by the various offices at NSH.
 President
 Vice President
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Regional Directors I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII & IX.
Nominations must be received no later than February 28, 2006.
Contact members in your state to help solicit nominees for the
upcoming NSH elections.
Our members would like to have more than one candidate to select
from on the election ballot. This could encourage more members to
vote.
If you have any questions or would like to submit a nomination
form, please contact me at:
Wanda Grace Jones
4124 Greenmead Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106
(336) 727-4180
wanpto@aol.com
Thank you for all of your help,
Wanda

To the Past Region IX Directors
Thank You for paving the road for us…
2000 - 2004 Rachel Peters
1996 - 2000 Carol Potvin
1994 - 1996 Janet Tunnicliffe
1992 - 1994 Frances Chan
1988 - 1992 Renee Blanchette
1984 - 1988
1982 - 1984
1980 - 1982
1978 - 1980
1976 - 1978

Janet Tunnicliffe
Robert Durning
Carol Potvin
Kerry Beebe
Colin Benjamin

Thank you to all the Executive Officers & the Volunteers

Rose Clarke
rose@nshregionix.org
Director
Rachel Peters
Rachel@nshregionix.org
Past Region IX Director
Michele Shackleton
Michele@nshregionix.org
Treasurer
Cheryl Clarke
Cheryl@nshregionix.org
Secretary
Michael Ho
Michael@nshregionix.org
Member at Large
Sub Committees
Rachel Peters
Rachel@nshregionix.org
Awards Committee, Chair
Heather Nymeyer
heather@nshregionix.org
Awards Committee, Co-chair
Membership, Chair
Mark Elliott
mark@nshregionix.org
Education Committee, Chair
By Laws Committee, member
Region IX Committee Members Serving
on Other NSH Committees
Janet Tunnicliffe
janet@nshregionix.org
NSH Vice President
Tom Wells
Tom@nshregionix.org
Region IX
Nominations and Elections Chair
Bylaws Committee
Mark Elliott
mark@nshregionix.org
Region IX Website:
www.nshregionix.org
NSH website: www.nsh.org
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF HISTOLOGY FROM AN ART TO A SCIENCE
John D. Bancroft, Former Pathology Manager & Business Manager QMC Nottingham, now retired.
(Although produced a long time ago, this article gives us an insight as to how Histology developed from its early beginnings)
Microscopes
In the first half of the 19th century, knowledge of histological structure of tissues was limited by the microscope, thickness
of sections, and the lack of satisfactory dyes. Compound microscopes were in use in the first half of the 17th century, but
the lenses were simple and not corrected for chromatic or spherical aberration with resulting poor resolution. The invention
of the compound microscope is a matter of some dispute, the brothers Jannssen in Holland, are credited with the
manufacture of the first. Simultaneously Drebbel also from Holland, made a better one, and to him the introduction of the
instrument is really due. Another Dutchman, Leeuwenhoek accomplished its ultimate popularization.
The microscope though ignored early in the nineteenth century, was an essential mechanical aid. The instrument was
greatly improved in the 1820’s, with the development of the modern type of compound microscope. By the middle of the
19th century an achromatic objective had been developed by Lister, a London wine merchant with a scientific hobby, who
was also the father of Joseph Lister of antisepsis fame. Abbe added the condenser to the microscope, as well as improving
its objectives. Many other improvements had been made in the meantime, and microscopy, instead of being a pastime,
became indispensable in many medical and scientific fields.
Although sections were thick and staining imprecise, it was possible to observe some detail of histological structure with the
microscopes available at that time. During the 1870’s a number of significant events occurred in light microscopy. At the
start of the decade the initiative in manufacture was in English hands but most of the objectives were assembled on a trial
and error basis. Ernest Abbe started to standardize the manufacture and this was achieved and objectives made to standard
designs. These were the years in which the fundamentals of modern light microscope were clearly established and, in the
next 20 years the objective was brought to a state of near perfection.
Today, lenses from this time remain in excellent condition and represent some of the best objectives produced. So by the
end of the 19th century, the resolution inherent in the light microscope had been exploited to its theoretical limits. The
contrast produced was still relatively low and in consequence every available dye was tried. The stage was set for the
detailed examination of tissue and for the application of histology to the field of human pathology.

Electron Microscopy
When it was realized that wave properties were associated with a beam of electrons, the possibility of a significant
improvement in resolving power was to hand. Then Busch, in 1924, showed a beam of electrons could be focused by
passing them through a magnetic field produced by a solenoid. These two characteristics of an electron beam enabled Ruska
and Knoll to construct the first primitive transmission electron microscope in 1931, although it was only capable of
magnification of 17 x, it established the basic principles of electron optics. In the mid 1930’s prototypes of the electron
microscope were being built in both Germany and England, but the second world war engulfed Europe and then S.E. Asia,
deferring any progress about to take place on these continents. In 1935 Professor Burton, head of the Physics Department
at the University of Toronto, had visited Ernst Ruska in Berlin and had been impressed by the pioneer two stage
transmission model. In late 1937 he commissioned two postgraduate students to work on an electron microscope project.
The result was the first really practical high resolution transmission electron microscope built by Prebus and Hillier at the
University of Toronto in 1938. The quest to investigate structure in finer detail continued and led to further improvements in
electron optics. The resultant modern transmission electron microscope can achieve a resolution of 0.2nm, albeit not with
biological specimens.
Parallel developments have led to the introduction of other forms of electron optical instruments namely-scanning electron
microscopes which reveal surface as well as intracellular detail; analytical electron microscopes which provide both
qualitative and quantitative data on cellular constituents, and high voltage electron microscopes in which thick sections can
be viewed and which achieve a resolution around 0.1nm.
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Fixatives
Fixatives combining the preservation of tissues and compatibility with subsequent staining methods were also being
developed in the early eighteen hundreds. Knowledge of fixation and fixatives has grown empirically over the years. In
about 400 B.C. Hippocrates knew something of the biological effects of mercury as did the Persians, the preservative and
other effects of alcohol on the liver and brain have been known for a long time.
In Histopathology most tissues are fixed before they are examined microscopically, fixation is the foundation for the
subsequent stages in the preparation of sections. It is a complex series of chemical events, everyone knows how to fix
tissues, but a simple definition of the process is not possible. What are the aims of fixation? The process of autolysis
should be prevented and fixed tissues should not change shape or volume during the subsequent staining. How are these
various aims fulfilled? The short answer is they are not. There must be some sort of compromise between the various
needs.
Routine techniques preserve the microanatomy of the tissues well enough, but specialized investigations, such as electron
microscopy, enzyme and Immunocytochemistry may require specific fixation procedures.
A systematic investigation of fixatives however, did not occur until the latter half of the nineteenth century. At this time it
was realized that no one fixative was ideal, so mixtures were produced. The introduction of new fixatives developed from
the tanning industry combined with our increasing knowledge of physical chemistry may see a change in the role of
fixation in the next few years, although the dream of one solution meeting all requirements does not look possible. If any
method of tissue fixation is to compete with buffered formaldehyde in routine Histopathology, it must be superior in some
key area and not be substantially inferior in others. It is just possible tissue fixed by microwaves may have such qualities.
The process is complete in a few minutes and this can play a significant role in speeding of tissues through the laboratory.
The use of heat as a method of fixation has a well-established history, being first proposed in 1898 for blood films. Heated
fixative and processing fluids have been used in the past to produce rapid paraffin sections and some of today’s
processors employ heat. A number of accounts have been published on the use of microwave irradiation and with the
availability of the microwave oven, together with microwave instruments developed specifically for use in histology, these
are increasing.

Paraffin Embedding
Edwin Klebs was a remarkable man; he held chairs of pathology successively in Bern, Wurzburg, Prague, Zurich and
Chicago. In the eighteen seventies he forged the links between cellular pathology and the new bacteriology. He made
numerous contributions of outstanding importance in the new field. It is to this extraordinary pioneer we owe the
introduction of the invaluable method of paraffin embedding. Klebs introduced paraffin embedding in 1869. Originally the
technique consisted of taking tissue from spirit, drying the outside, dipping in wax to give it an outer coating, setting in a
wax block and cutting freehand sections. No attempt was made to infiltrate the tissue with wax.
In 1959 a device to aid blocking out tissue was developed by McCormick in Chicago who produced metal base molds with
a plastic Embedding Ring, this was the forerunner of the cassette. The Tissue-Tek system was introduced in 1964,
comprising the embedding center, base moulds, cassettes and processing covers. I think it is fair to say this system has
revolutionized section preparation in the histological laboratory.
Other embedding media have been used over the years including celloidin and now Resins play a role in histology. First
used in electron microscopy they are also utilized in light microscopy.
Probably the oldest technique for preparing tissues for microscopical research is by drying. Leeuwenhoek is said to have
prepared samples of muscle by this method in 1720. The procedure used in 1890 by Altmann maintained small pieces of
tissue over sulphuric acid in a desiccator. After several days the tissues were embedded in wax.
The method was of little practical use until Gersh in 1932 produced the forerunner of modern freeze-drying apparatus, and
many modifications followed including one by Pearse in 1963 who introduced the thermoelectric freeze dryer which
improved the technique and today freeze drying has research implications. In the last quarter of the 19th century
histologists required sections sufficiently thin to be examined satisfactorily by transmitted light. Early microtomes were
little more than holders in which tissues could be supported by vegetable material. From these, freehand sections were
obtained. German pathologists were already freezing tissues to give them the necessary support for section cutting and a
high degree of expertise was developed in this field.
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Cryostat
In 1952 the cryostat appeared, the first model described in the literature was by Linderstrom-Lang and Morgensen in
1938, they developed a cryostat for quantitative cytochemical work. In the cabinet blocks of dry ice were placed at the
back and a fan used to circulate cold air around the chamber. A feature of the cryostat was the anti-roll plate which when
pressed against the knife edge, allowed flat, crease-free sections to be cut. From this cryostat it was only a short step to
the model produced by Coons et al in 1951. Their cryostat was based on the earlier model, except the cold environment
was produced by refrigeration. Its minimum temperature of -18°C was ideal for sectioning fresh soft tissues.
In 1954 Pearse built a prototype cryostat based on the Coons model, which was forerunner of the UK cryostats. The
Pearse cryostat was also cooled by refrigeration, and was capable of reaching -30°C. The anti-roll plate was attached to
the microtome in this cryostat and not, as in the Coons cryostat to the knife. The development of the cryostat over the last
thirty years has brought many changes; the major improvement has been the modification of microtomes. The anti-roll
plate adjustment, a necessary part of successful cryostat technique, has become a sophisticated piece of equipment.

Staining
The work of the microscopist started in earnest in 1849, when two botanists used carmine for staining, although some
year’s earlier dyes were used in studying the structure of the inner ear. This botanical research stimulated Hartig, in 1856
to use carmine for demonstration of chlorophyll granules of plants although his work attracted little attention at the time;
Gerlack in 1858 re-discovered carmine staining by observing that tissues, after injection with carmine-gelatine, became
coloured. He tried to stain with ammoniacal carmine, but failed to get satisfactory results. A fortunate accident occurred
when a section of brain, left overnight in dilute solution was beautifully stained, with nerve fibers and cells well
differentiated.
In 1856, William Perkins, a 19 year old student at London University discovered aniline dyes, the result of which was to
revolutionize the dyeing industry and microscopic science. The story is told of how he tried unsuccessfully to synthesize
quinine, but attracted by violet stains was side-tracked from his investigation into a new line which resulted in the isolation
of the first aniline dye, the discovery of other dyes rapidly followed. The great beneficiary of this discovery was the textile
industry and it is from here that the majority of our aniline dyes were developed.
The next advance, also in Germany was the application of the products of the synthetic dye industry. These dyes used for
wool and cotton fibers were ideal for staining tissues and by the end of the century many empirical histological methods
had been published.
The histologist was quick to appreciate the value of haematoxylin. Waldeyer in 1863 used a watery extract of logwood to
stain axis cylinders. Bohmer in 1865 in his publication of scientific formulae introduced it to histology. The advent of aniline
dyes and Hematoxylins enabled microscopy to progress rapidly and towards the end of the 19th century many new
staining methods were devised. Workers of the time took great delight in dabbling with dyes and it became clear some
dyes had an affinity for specific structures. The attempt to understand the theory of staining had started.
All that was required for successful histology was now to hand, satisfactory sections, differential dye staining of cellular
components and microscopes capable of observing these structures. The gross appearances of diseased tissues were
recognized in the post mortem room, their cellular structure was determined using histological sections, bacteria were
observed, cultured and classified and the early stages of theoretical and practical immunology were achieved. Moreover it
was not just the routine Hematoxylins and eosin staining that was in use but many of our special histological techniques
originated from this time including chemical reactions; Perls’ method for haemosiderin was the first and is a classical
example. Specialized types of cells and their products, such as connective tissue fibers were differentiated. Mallory in 1900
described his trichrome method for differential staining of connective tissue. Much interest in the human brain, stimulated
by theological and scientific argument, led to the appearance of neurohistological methods still in use today.
Improving knowledge of diseases of the central nervous system stemmed from exact anatomical studies by the pioneer
Italian neurohistologist Golgi, and the Spanish histologists Cajal and Hortega. Cajal’s classification of cells of the nervous
system was an important stepping stone to a useful and systematic classification of brain tumours developed in later
years.
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Let us look at some of the contributions the past masters made to the development I have discussed. Rudolf Virchow is
considered by many, the greatest figure in the history of pathology. His early education was in Berlin where he
developed an interest in the basic concepts of natural science. He graduated in 1843, with a thesis on inflammation, a
subject which continued to occupy him for many years. Following his graduation Virchow cultivated two topics that in
his farseeing judgment were important, microscopy and analytical chemistry. In 1846, the Berlin journal of Experimental
Pathology, was first published, it carried some of Virchow’s initial early publications. Its discontinuation with only two
volumes completed, and the rapid accumulation of important data in the hands of Virchow, led him to launch his own
journal. This was a move of considerable importance. It was well received and has remained the leading journal of
pathological anatomy. It is known by the simple abbreviation VIRCHOW’S ARCHIVE.
Joseph Gerlach in 1847 injected the vascular system of tissues with a solution of ammoniated carmine and gelatin.
Accidentally discovering that alkaline carmine was taken up by nuclei with great avidity. This was the first nuclear stain.
Carl Weigert opened the way for an understanding of the facts of tissue degeneration and necrosis. He worked under
the influence of Virchow. After serving as an army surgeon in the Franco-Prussian War he entered hospital practice. He
made a microscopic study of the skin eruption of smallpox. This investigation laid the ground for his great work on
coagulation necrosis. A smallpox epidemic in 1871 interested him in two fields. An early worker in the role played by
bacteria in contagious disease and an expert in the technique of histology, he employed staining methods in the search
for bacteria. He also used carmine, and the first successful staining of bacteria in sections rewarded his efforts. While
the bacteria demonstrated were only secondary to smallpox, the event was outstanding as it facilitated further research.
Weigert was a masterly technician, his development of serial sections of tissue, and elaboration of special stains, were
major contributions.
Robert Koch discovered the tuberculosis bacillus and many other bacteria. He was also responsible in part in the
histological method for demonstrating the tuberculosis bacillus.
The leading exponent of chemical and experimental pathology and their related fields has without doubt been Paul
Ehrlich, he trained in the same laboratory as Weigert and they were in fact cousins. From Weigert’s theory of differential
staining he developed a foundation broad enough to support several new and major sciences of the different kinds of
leucocytes according to their individual staining and his discovery studies on blood laid the basis for our present
differentiations in the fields of anaemia and leukaemia. As indicated earlier the discovery of aniline dyes greatly
extended histology staining. In the development of this field few have played as great a part as Paul Ehrlich, who found
that living tissues could be stained with safety by some of the dyes of this group.

Enzyme Histochemistry
The growth of enzyme histochemistry may be measured by noting that during the late sixties the number of
demonstrable enzymes had risen to about 75 and today the figure is well in excess of 100. Currently enzyme
histochemistry in its strict sense has a limited role in diagnosis, and has been overtaken by the more precise discipline
of Immunocytochemistry. The potential for performing immunocytochemical studies has existed from the time Coons
and colleagues first conjugated a specific antibody with a fluorescent dye in 1941.
Pathologists were slow to implement immunofluorescence methods in diagnosis. Its impact was not felt until the midsixties. There then followed an explosion of related research. Immunopathology as we now know it was in some degree
founded upon the success of immunofluorescence as a research method. Diagnostic applications rapidly followed,
particularly in renal, skin and auto-immune disease.
Paradoxically it was the success of immunofluorescence that generated the need for an alternative technique that
avoided the disadvantages inherent in the use of fluorescein-conjugated antibodies. Immunoperoxidase methods were
developed to overcome some of these problems. The conjugation of specific antibody with horseradish peroxidase in
lieu of fluorescein isothiocyanate represented the first step. Horseradish peroxidase was originally selected as the
marker enzyme as it was available in pure form and stable under the conditions of conjugation, also the chromogenic
substrate system which was already available would produce a stable colored reaction product at the site of localization
of the enzyme-antibody.
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Early immunoperoxidase conjugates were little better than the corresponding immunofluorescence ones. Their
application to routinely processed tissues represented the final critical step in rendering this method more widely
available for research and diagnostic purposes. For the first time a method was available for the demonstration of
antigens and it was possible to achieve a standard of morphologic detail allowing pathologists to directly correlate
immunological findings with traditional cytological and histological criteria. The impact of these advances upon
Histopathology was rapid and is reflected in the number of technique now used routinely. Immunocytochemical
methods have attained a definite place in investigative pathology.
The use of paraffin-embedded tissues gives excellent morphologic detail allowing the morphologic and specific
immunological criteria for cell identification to be directly correlated.
The development of the monoclonal antibody technique since 1975 has revolutionized histology. Monoclonal antibodies
may be raised against a wide range of antigens some of which it proved impossible to produce polyclonal antisera
against. In addition once a monoclonal antibody is characterized, a standardized reagent is available which does not
suffer batch to batch variation as with polyclonal antisera.
The wide variety of monoclonal antibodies now available offers the possibility of not only merely characterizing a single
or group of cells but also permits some insight into their functional state. For example, the monoclonal antibody Ki67
enables us to determine whether a cell is in the resting phase of the cycle or not and it is possible to assay, in-situ, the
estrogen receptor status of breast carcinoma cells using a monoclonal antibody. With the range of antigens recognized
by monoclonal antibodies it is inevitable that some will be present in extremely low density and therefore difficult to
visualize. In order to counter this problem more sophisticated and sensitive detection systems have been devised. Using
improved detection systems allows the demonstration of previously undetectable antigens. The efforts of the molecular
biologists in cloning certain genes have allowed the production of monoclonal antibodies to exciting new antigens. The
exciting advances in immunocytochemistry have opened the way for our understanding of basic pathological processes.
The functional developments in histology have an attraction as increasingly cellular functional abnormalities are studied
in relation to structural changes. New histological methods are not dye staining methods in comparison with the
developments of the last century.
The cryostat in the 1950’s brought about the development of enzyme histochemistry, but histochemical techniques are
not only methods for enzymes. Many other tissue components can now be demonstrated by chemical reactions with a
well understood scientific basis. The structure of intracellular components, visualized by electron microscopy, has been
complemented by the new knowledge of chemical function that has emerged from histochemistry including
immunochemistry.
There may be unlimited lengths to which histochemistry in its broadest sense can go, but there are some disadvantages
in these methods. The need on occasion for fresh tissue, the soft colors of the final reaction products and the difficulties
with permanent preparations still leave something to be desired.
Histologists need to identify specific active compounds and we can achieve this by immunocytochemistry and the further
development of molecular pathology, in-situ hybridization and genetic rearrangement.
In histopathology there is an ever increasing array of histochemical methods in their broadest sense, as the specificity of
reagents increases. The problems of the histologist are no longer those of definition, magnification, or identification as I
outlined earlier. We can now visualize structures and recognize their normal and abnormal functions. Results of a
specificity and sensitivity that were unimaginable forty years ago are now achievable. We all accept the non-dye
staining methods of EM, enzyme and Immuncytochemistry and use these techniques in conjunction with the routine dye
staining methods. Some of these new methods are also being used by the chemist and immunologist in the examination
of body fluids, but histopathology will not be overtaken or superseded if we use our methodology for the purposes of
identifying the morphological and functional abnormalities of the cells in tissues. We must continue the application of
our increasing range of methods to an ever widening number of pathological problems. It is probable the use of our
current technical methods will bring as much new knowledge to histopathology as did the contributions of the past
masters.

John Bancroft is currently working with Marilyn Gamble on their sixth edition of the book “Theory &
Practice of Histological Techniques”
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Take the
HISTO-ku CHALLENGE
Created by May Chin

Immunohistochemistry

Sudoku is the number placement game
taking the world by storm. Try this Histology
Version of the same game. The rules are
simple, but the line of reasoning required to
complete the game may be difficult.
Enter 1 of 9 special stains “symbols” into the
blank spaces.

Vim

PSA
PR
T cell
C-erb
B cell
ER
PSA
SMA
S100
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a “symbol”
in each cell of a grid. The 9×9 grid is made
up of 3×3 sub-grids (called "regions").

NSH
MISSION STATEMENT
www.nsh.org

The National Society for Histotechnology is a non-profit organization,
committed to the advancement of Histotechnology, its practitioners
and quality standards of practice through leadership, education and
advocacy.

Some cells are filled in already and these are
known as “givens”. Each row, column and
region must contain only one symbol of each.
Each game has a unique solution that can be
reached logically without guessing.
Solution to Histo-ku Puzzle on Page 11
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NSH 32nd Annual
Symposium/Convention
Phoenix, Arizona
September 8-13, 2006

THE CUTTING EDGE is the official newsletter of
Region IX of the National Society for
Histotechnology. It is distributed quarterly to 305
members in Canada.

Rising to Greater Heights
Volunteers Needed!
The Objectives of THE CUTTING EDGE are
to:
•
•
•

•

Reflect both Canadian and North American
articles pertinent to the practice of
Histotechnology
Publish articles that are beneficial to our
discipline .
Promote communication between Region IX
members and members of the other NSH
Regions
Provide a medium for exchange of information
among members.

Contributions are welcome.
Please send your articles to:

Histo-ku Puzzle Solution
From Page 10

Rose Clarke, RT, M.A.
rose@nshregionix.org
Burnaby Hospital
Fraser Health Authority
3935 Kincaid St.
Burnaby, B.C. V5G 2X6
Tel: 604.412.6251
Fax: 604.431.2806
W. Mark Elliott Ph.D.
mark@nshregionix.org
St. Paul’s Hospital
1081 Burrard St. Rm.166
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1Y6
Tel: 604.806.8346
Fax: 604.806.9274

Production of The Cutting Edge is sponsored by
Surgipath Canada Inc.

www.nshregionix.org
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Contributing to a Lab’s Success
By Karen Appold
Karen’s article was published in the Newsletter: ADVANCE for Medical Laboratory Professionals, November 23,
2005 http://mt.advanceweb.com/Newsletter.htm
Permission to reprint this article has been obtained from Karen Appold.
There are many ways to improve a laboratory, whether an employee or the boss. Employees are a valuable resource for
positive change because they are in the trenches and in contact with outside agencies, said Susyn Reeve, MEd, author,
and organization and personal development consultant, San Francisco.
Start From the End
When generating ideas for change, start backwards with a clear vision of the desired result, e.g., a specified turnaround
time that is lower than the current rate, said Reeve. Be specific about the outcome and then determine how to achieve
this result rather than focusing on the problem.
To obtain maximum input, Reeve suggests scheduling meeting or retreat time to generate ideas from team members.
Ask each person to voice suggestions. Remember, this is the time to express, not evaluate, ideas. Write
recommendations on a board, create a method to choose the top three choices, form small groups and devise an
implementation plan.
Present ideas in an easy-to-understand format, Reeve cautioned. Sometimes great ideas are lost because the employee
isn’t speaking in the boss’ or teams’ language. If the boss requests specific information about the cost and timeframe of
implementing your idea, then include those details in your proposal. Put the proposal in writing with an agreed time to
follow up.
Problem Solving
In order to generate ideas, individuals must have a mindset for problem solving versus just simply problem
identification, added Helen T. Cooke, Managing Director, Cooke Consulting Group, LLC, Haddon Heights, NJ.
Management will always be more receptive to and impressed by an employee who has possible problem solutions,
including pros and cons.
Tied to Michael Kirton’s Adaption-Innovation (KAI) theory on differences in creative problem solving, some individuals
are more “adaptive,” thereby building upon what’s already in place and improving it, while others are more “innovative”
by imagining something that doesn’t already exist, Cooke explained. Both approaches are valuable and which approach
is better depends upon the problem to be solved. A proposed solution could extend a current business offering
(adaptive) or use an organization’s core competencies to address a completely new marketplace need (innovative).
A reputation for generating ideas within an organization can add to your real (and perceived) value. Take this one step
further by becoming involved with the implementation to achieve results.
Be a Team Player
As an effective team player, Reeve said it is valuable to:
 be clear about the team’s purpose and priorities,
 know the roles and responsibilities of team members,
 not take things personally,
 communicate clearly,
 ask for help when needed,
 acknowledge success of yourself, your team members and your team and
 focus on what works with your team rather than complaining in cliques.
While you can make an impression by standing out from the crowd, Cooke said, “I believe there is great value in being
seen both as someone who can stand on his own two feet and, as importantly, function well as a team member.” By
fostering an environment in which the team’s goals are addressed while still acknowledging and supporting individual
employee goals, you will improve the chances of obtaining recognition as a true leader.
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Admirable Attributes to Achieve Success in the Workplace, strive to possess the following qualities.
Respect Others
It is human nature that we tend to like people who approach situations like we do and dislike people who do so
differently. “If we recognize that in any given workplace we are dealing with a wide range of temperaments, it may be
easier to accept that these distinctions are to be expected,” Cooke said.
The other person’s opinion or style may also have value. If you are open in situations that are typically frustrating and
annoying, your openness will likely be reciprocated. “Respecting others is foundational to idea generation because if
we don’t trust that our ideas (regardless of how offbeat they may seem at first) will be treated appropriately, we may
never share some ‘half-baked’ ideas, which could develop into something brilliant,” Cooke said.
Healthcare is a high-stress work environment and respect is crucial, otherwise stress takes over, tension increases and
work errors are more possible, added Reeve. Respecting others begins with respecting ourselves. Acknowledge your
accomplishments, don’t say “yes” when you mean “no,” let your boss or team know when overloaded and do your
best. Apply these same ideas to all team members. Additionally, don’t gossip. If you have a problem with a coworker,
your boss or another departmental employee, deal with that individual directly, Reeve said. Rehearse what to say.
Stay focused on the desired result.
Have a Vision
Without a vision for yourself and your career, you will simply be carried along. You may achieve noteworthy
accomplishments but will undoubtedly accomplish less than if you had established stretch goals. Without a vision for
your organization, everyone may be busy and trying their best, but the achievements will be sub-optimal. “A
compelling vision creates energy and motivates us to do whatever it takes to bring that vision to life,” Cooke said.
Handle Mistakes Properly
Humans make mistakes. If you learn from mistakes, then the lesson learned will be a key teacher. Don’t be paralyzed
by fear of mistakes. At the same time, don’t shy away from owning up to a mistake you’ve made. If you take the
blame for something you handled incorrectly and offer a suggested course of action to correct the mistake,
management will probably be impressed by your courage, maturity, business sense and ability to handle pressure
situations, Cooke said.
Be Punctual
Reliability is crucial to basic trust in working relationships, Cooke said. Competing priorities can make it difficult to
meet every deadline on time. Be aware of deadlines you agree to. If you realize that you are going to miss a deadline,
give that person or team as much advance notice as possible. Give the option of providing the work you’ve completed
thus far or submitting it all at once at a later date.
Focus on Success
Because the healthcare environment is stressful and often filled with “bad news” it is crucial that a team focus on
success: your individual and collective team success, Reeve said. Begin each staff meeting with a time to “brag” about
one work and personal success you have experienced since the last meeting. Concentrate on steps you are taking
toward implementing new procedures rather than what hasn’t been done.
“Keep in mind that what we focus our attention on is what we experience,” Reeve concluded. “Focusing on problems
amplifies problems; focusing on success increases our momentum and our own sense of well being.”

Karen Appold is a freelance medical writer and editor based in suburban Philadelphia. She can be reached at

karenappold@comcast.net.
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New From Surgipath
Medical Industries
Biopsy Bags:
processing of
specimens bags.

Small mesh for the
biopsy and histological

FSC 22 - Frozen Section Compound
FSC 22 is a water soluble embedding compound used
in frozen sectioning. It provides excellent sectioning
consistency with minimal curling of sections at
working temperature of -20 Celsius. FSC 22 comes in
clear and in blue for better visibility of small
specimens.
FSC Ordering information:

Item #
01480
01481
Manufactured from solvent resistant nylon bags that
provide an excellent fluid exchange and maximum
tissue safety during processing.
Instructions for use:

•
•
•

•

Empty the fixative and the specimen in the
bag, the bag filters the fixative and the biopsy
remains inside.
Close the bag and put it in a standard biopsy
cassette.
Process as normal.

After processing extract the bag from the
cassette, open it with care extending the
edges.

• Extract the specimen and embed it in paraffin.
Biopsy bags ordering information:
Item #
Description
U of
Measure
01085
Biopsy bag
1000 / Bag
30x45mm
01087
Biopsy bag
1000 / Bag
45x60mm

Description Size
Clear
118ml
Blue
118ml

Qty
9/case
9/case

MM24 Mounting medium- *FAST
DRYING!
MM 24 is a low viscosity mounting medium that is
compatible with aromatic and aliphatic clearing
agents. It is specially formulated to provide optimum
results with automated glass coverslippers and is
excellent for manual as well. Set-up time for
permanent filing is normally 24Hrs when used with
conventional aromatic clearing agents and 48-72
hours when using aliphatics (xylene substitutes)
MM24 ordering information

Item #
01120
01121

Size
Pint
Case

QTY
Each
4/Cs

Contact your Sales Representative
today for more information at 1800-665-7426!

